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President’s Message 
What are supply chain, Artificial Intelligent (AI), trade war, Huawei and transformation in common? These are all the hot 
topics for 2019, and these topics are all covered in ISM-HK’s events this year. 2019 appears to be a year of social unrest, 
economic uncertainty, business volatility, trade dispute escalation, and a year of supply chain disruption. These challenges 
lead to a fundamental quest for the rationalization of supply bases, and a reshape of the industry landscape. It is time for 
practitioners in supply management to rethink and re-plan the strategies of supply chain globally. 

ISM-HK once again leads the field in bringing expertise to the community. We organized two partnership events with EY this 
year. At the beginning of the year, ISM-HK partnered with EY for a forum of “Ignition to Cognition – Re-inventing supply 
chain through AI”, covering the topics of the latest AI technology development, its impact to supply chain and the future of 
supply chain thru AI. The highlight of the year is an event in May where ISM-HK and EY partnered again inviting a world 
class supply chain executive, Fredrick Spalcke, to deliver a talk on “Managing Challenges & Transformation as CPO”. 
Fredrick has held positions as EVP and CPO of Philips, CPO of Huawei and CPO of Unify before. Being an insider at 
Huawei, working as a foreign expert in the headline company of the trade war before, Fredrick shared with the audience lots of 
insight about how the tension built up, and how to overcome the challenges and lead the transformation as a leader. 

ISM-HK also led the way in connecting the community. In last November, we organized an interview workshop, led by Kevin 
Beveridge, ISM-HK’s Head of Communication, to provide practical techniques of job interviews to our members and 
students. Early this year, ISM-HK also partnered with another professional organization to organize a field visit to a technical 
logistic hub in Hong Kong. 

We can never predict politics, and we can never predict the future, but one thing for sure is that if we keep brining expertise 
and professionalism to our business network, and that is the best way to enable our members staying competitive at all times. 

Yours sincerely,  
 
Kenith Poon  
President 
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Overview of our Events 

January 2019: ISM-HK and EY Joint Seminar “Ignition 
to Cognition – Re-invent supply chain through AI” 

 
EY supply chain and AI experts shared their insights on 
supply chain re-invention and cognitive supply, while 
representatives from SAP and Alibaba Cloud shared their 
technological solutions that support the development of 
digital supply chain. 
 
January 2019: ISM-HK and IPSHK Joint Event 
“Technical Site Visit to Empower Platinum E-commerce 
Centre” 

 
An eye opening experience of warehouse operations under 
Warehouse Management System (WMS) and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI).  
 
October 2018: Interview Skills Workshop 

 
An interaction workshop that equipped participants with 
knowledge, skills and attitude to ace job interviews. 

May 2019: “Managing Challenges & Transformation as 
CPO” by Fredrick Spalcke 
 

 
 
We are honored to have Fredrick Spalcke, our honorable 
advisor to deliver an engaging keynote speech on his 
insight and experience as a CPO of leading MNCs in the 
world. He is the former EVP and CPO of Philips, and the 
former CPO of Huawei and Unify. Partnering with EY 
again, the seminar highlights Fredrick’s experiences in 
procurement and supply chain transformation, and his 
views on some latest topics including the trade war, 
Huawei, and technology development.  
 

 
 
Being a transformation leader, Fredrick has experienced 
various challenges including corporate restructuring, 
internal conflicts, culture barriers and employee 
engagement. He stressed that not everyone could be a 
transformational leader, and the key is just to be your 
true self. His experience at Huawei as a C level leader 
draw a lot of interests from the audience, and he already 
foresaw the trade war would take place long before. 
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Procurement teams usually work strictly off of requests from other departments without leading them to what may 
be a better overall solution.   Very often we source, analyze and recommend products and solutions based on 
request which may not be the best solution for the needs of the “client”.  Maybe it’s time for us to consider taking 
on a more pro-active approach.  Let me share with you a story: 
 
My friend runs an online retail store, and the business has been growing steadily over time.  To cope with 
business expansion and provide better customer experience, he opened two outlets.  Thus customers can choose to 
pick-up at either of the outlets, as well as door-to-door delivery.  One day we met, and he seems to be very tired. 
 
“After having the two outlets, our staffs have been working much longer hours managing inventories, and I have 
already doubled the number of staff.  However, the problem persists … can you suggest a good warehouse 
management software?”  Understanding the scale of operations, I recommended a few options for his 
consideration. 
 
A few months later, he called again, “We have picked and implemented one of the systems, but the problem 
continues.  Luckily the system provider can provide real-time consultation, but I have to work with them closely.  
However, the implementation caused staff turnover.  In the end, we were busy with hiring and training as well.”  
Surprised by him, I am curious to know why.    
 
Spending a few hours observing, I realized the issues were about the warehouse management 
processes.  Warehouse staff arranges orders real-time and deliver to the two outlets to enable customers to pick up 
their orders at either of the outlets as they arrive.  At day-end, staff returns items not collected to the warehouse 
and inventory updated.  Having two outlets means they have to double-up their efforts. 
 
If I have spent more time understanding the issues, I would have suggested him to revise the process before 
investing in the warehouse system.  Finally, he hired a supply-chain management company to manage inventory.  
A few months later he told me “I am delighted with the results – I do not have to worry about staff turnover, 
system issues or processes, and I just need to pay the monthly fee”.  
 
I think this example shows very clearly that Strategic procurement can add value to operations – instead of taking 
requests; we should spend sufficient time understanding their requests and translate it into a solution that goes 
well beyond the solution envisioned by the “client”. 
 

Kelvin Li 
Council Member of ISM-HK 

 

Strategic Procurement – adding 
values to operations 
 

Danny	Ho 
 

Lena	Li 



   

Figure 2. Hong Kong Recyclables Recovered from Municipal 
Solid Waste in 2017 
(Source: https://www.wastereduction.gov.hk/en/quickaccess/stat_recycle.htm) 

 

For a full year in 2016-17, Emma Zhou (Council Member of ISM-HK) led a team for a HK$2 million recycling 
operations project. The local recycling industry is one which could benefit a great deal from a better 
understanding of supply chain awareness. As we face fierce internal and external challenges, upgrading is the 
only way forward for recycling operations, something which will require effective professional collaboration.  

In 2018, the Environmental Protection Department launched the Producer Responsibility Scheme, to regulate 
waste from electrical equipment. It covers eight types of equipment, including air-conditioners, refrigerators, 
washing machines, televisions, computers, printers, scanners, and monitors.  

Due to the disposal licensing control and import/export control of waste regulated electrical equipment 
commences, this poses a great challenge to local recyclers. In a recent forecasting report published by Allied 
Market Research, the size of the waste management market is expected to reach $484.9 billion by 2025 from 
$303.6 billion in 2017. It is predicted that the global waste recycling marker revenue is likely to increase from 
$265.61 billion in 2017 to $282.1 billion in 2018. Hong Kong’s solid waste is around 15.516 tons per day (Figure 
1).  

The market grows in Hong Kong thanks to the government’s initiatives to increase recycling rates and enforce 
regulation. Most of the local recyclers play the role as middlemen, who can shift the goods cross the border to 
take advantage of different regulations. Majority of recycle exports include paper, plastics, ferrous metals, and 
non-ferrous metals (Figure 2), however the local recycling rate is quite low. 

 

Figure 1.  Hong Kong Types of Solid Waste Disposed of at 
Landfills in 2017 
(Source: https://www.epd.gov.hk/epd/english/environmentinhk/waste/data/stat_treat.html) 

 

Local recycling industry requires 
effective professional collaboration 

Emma Zhou 
Council Member of ISM-HK 



 
 
 

    

Is Public Procurement practice irrelevant to 
Private Sector? – A pragmatic approach of 
tendering process in private sector 
 

Public sector procurement may sometimes be perceived by private sector as rigid, old fashioned, and bureaucratic. 
All these seem relevant because public procurement is not driven by bottom line.   
 
Some public procurement adheres to the principle of World Trade Organization (WTO) that focuses on non-
discriminative fair competition and caring of the interest groups. WTO has a well-established framework in 
procurement to promote transparency, fairness, objectivity, integrity, and corporate governance on procurement 
processes. Consequently, any staff in public sector directly or indirectly having influence in procurement 
processes must perform in a manner that avoids conflicts of interest and prevents corruption.  
 
Pragmatic approach at Private Sector  
 
While private sector focuses on revenue generation, it does share the same universal value with public sector to 
avoid any corruption practices, for instance. 
 

 

Public procurement typically has broader measurements over solely focusing 
on financial benefit, but includes such as social value or perception to tax 
payers and the general public. 
 
Private companies procure in an effort primarily to optimize revenue in order 
to match companies' vision, follow management directives, and boost up its 
share price. 

 
Private Sector Procurement recognizes the 'pros' of public procurement practices, and also makes use of various 
means to minimize the 'cons'. 
 
In private sector, time-to-market can be crucial to revenue, procurement may restrict its bidding invitation to 
certain vendors. And its management approval to apply such 'Restricted Invitation' can be rather simple.  
 
To drive for the best deal, private sector procurement may flexibly adjust the competitive bidding process and 
conduct post tender negotiation.  
 

 

Not all procurement process in 
public sector can directly apply to 
private sector, however, 
procurement in private sector could 
be much more flexible and 
selectively mimic some best 
practice to conduct at their own 
corporations, following to the 
corporations' focus on financial 
return. 

 
 

Jacky Hau 
Council Member of ISM-HK 

CPSM, C.P.M.  

It is difficult to judge which is more 
effective between public and private 
procurement. Nevertheless, as a 
procurement professional, ethics shall 
always be upheld at the highest 
standard, best to document at 
corporate procurement policy & 
procedures, and pragmatically deploy 
in the daily procurement processes. 
 

N.B. ISM also publishes an ethics book, 'Principles 
and Standards of Ethical Supply Management 
Conduct' with guidelines that being worthwhile to 
read not only by procurement practitioners, but also 
he business leader in any corporations. 
(https://www.instituteforsupplymanagement.org/file


